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Three Named
To Faculty
Of Instruction
Three new instructors have been
added to the faculty, it was announced
this week from the office of President
Arthur A. Hauck.
In the college of agriculture Phyllis
Elvira Gough has been named instructor in home economics. Miss Gough
is a native of Minnesota. She received
her B.S. from the University of Minnesota in 1939 and her M.S. from
Iowa State College in 1943.
Miss Gough has taught home economics at the Bemidji and St. Cloud,
Minnesota, public schools. During the
past two years she has served as graduate assistant in home management at
Iowa State College. She is a member
of Omicron Nu and Phi Kappa Phi.
In the college of arts and sciences
Paul N. Carpenter has received an appointment as instructor in physics. Mr.
Carpenter is a graduate of Bates College and has taken postgraduate study
at the University of Maine. He was
formerly a science instructor at Aroostook Central Institute and at Skowhegan High School. For the past
three years he served as principal of
the Bridgewater Classical Academy.
Dana M. Simmons has assumed the
position of instructor in history. Mr.
Simmons is a graduate of Colby College and has taken graduate work at
the University of Maine. He has
taught at Castine High School and
Caribou High School. He has been
head of the social science department
of Orono High School since 1937.

Number 9

Variety Show 'Thumbs Up'
To Be Presented Saturday
While soldier and civilian actors added the final touches to dance
routines, stage hilarity, and choral numbers, business directors of
"Thumbs Up" today pointed to the advance sale of tickets as an indication of the interest in the variety show.
First curtain

call for "Thumbs Up"
h tusrdaoyn nightowwi be at 8fopr.m9
.,:4
‘5
vth
)
second
dshow llscheduled
Rev. A.E Wilson 23 theProof
of the originality of the show
with the fact that there will be
To Speak Sunday comes
two new songs on tap. One, a little
•

love-ditty entitled, "Why Are You So
Dr. Arthur E. Wilson, a University Hard to Get." was tunefully concocted
of Maine alumnus, will be this week's by Maine's Betty Jenkins. Piano arspeaker at the Sunday service in the rangement orchids go to Don Smith
Little Theatre. Dr. Wilson, better of the ASTU.
known to his friends as "Pete" 'WilThe other is a novelty number,
son, graduated from the University of
Maine in 1923 and received the degree "Private. Junior Grade." The lyrics
of Bachelor of Divinity from the Hart- are strictly non-sentimental, but the
ford Foundation Seminary in 1927. song is a cinch and is well handled by
In April, 1943, Piedmont College con- Fred NVentworth, newest addition to
A GYPSY DANCE SCENE from the Maine Masque's "Thumbs Up,"
ferred upon him the degree of Doctor Maine's AST program.
In addition, Kessler and Thibeault
of Divinity.
Ntith Betty Perkins and P‘t. Herman Mareouitz t%irling in the foreDr. Wilson is a former minister of are at it again. It's the original Vaudeground.
Southwest Harbor, Maine, and is at ville that the two comedians vill prepresent minister of the Beneficent Con- sent this time. Costuming does as much
gregational Church in Providence. as anything to make their act.
Headlining the color angle will be
R. I. He also holds the office of Director of the Rhode Island Congrega- a vivacious "Temple Dance" with the
tional Conference and is a member of closing patriotic scene a sure bet to
the National Congregational Church leave everyone with a sense of plenty
of timeliness.
Building Society.
Besides a large production crew,
As a student at the University of fifty Masque members
Maine, Dr. Wilson was a member of the stage: Isabel Ansel!,will appear on
Sigma
Alpha Epsilon fraternity, presi- sell, Jean Earnshaw, Adelaide RusThe Pale Blue baseball team has
Natalie GoodPlans were laid at a meeting of fra- dent of his class,
and a cross-country speed, Cecil Pavey, Virginia
McIntire,
been whipping along at its early sea- ternity and ASTU representatives man.
Irma Miller, Sally Lockett, Dorothy
son pace, piling up large scores, and Tuesday night for the holding of an
Rollins, Mary E. Marble. Betty Jeninter-fraternity soldier-civilian getplaying excellent ball.
kins, Andrea Murphy, Anne Ring,
On August 18, the Bears defeated together shortly after the start of the
Peggy Graves. Marion Korda, Betty
Dexter at Dexter by a 13-1 score. The fall quarter.
Perkins. Ruth Higgins, Frances Dorr,
game went only six innings and Palm- Joe Nadeau, Pvt. Dick Huntington,
1Muriel Peterson. Virginia
mg. Bever, Badger, and Brooks all worked on and Charles E. O'Connor, general secI erly Kemp, Frances Irving. Virginia
retary of the Maine Christian Associathe mound for Maine.
Harvey, Barbara Bond, Frank GolCourse
The next afternoon the Dow Field tion, were chosen to head a committee
branson. Herman Bonney. ASTU
Bombers, one of the strong teams in which will meet when the new term
Men—Sanford Kessler, George Taythis section of the state, played here. opens to make final arrangements. The
Replying to the question,"How does lor. Michael Almose, Seymour Slakter,
smoker-open
house
affair
contemplated
This was an all Dick Palmer afterPhilip Robinson. Don Smith. William
Following the lead of some 90 col- noon. Dick struck out 19 of the would probably be held at Phi Gamma the fall athletic program stand?" Ted Hagerling, Joe Tillem,
Delta
on
Saturday,
Sept.
25.
S.
Curtis,
faculty manager of athletics, Joe Thibeault. Don Oas,Wayne Moffitt,
leges, the University of Maine is plan- Bombers and got two hits in four
John Henderning to offer an opportunity to learn chances. The Bombers had their wings
It is estimated that over 100 of the said today that prospects were hopeful son, Herman Marcowitz, Frank Leigelementary Portuguese this fall. The clipped to the tune of 5-2; Maine-5 ASTU men are members of fraterni- for a modified program.
net-, Denny Evans, Frank Slish, Thomcourse will meet MWF at 1:30 and will runs, 13 hits, 1 error; Dow Field-2 ties. The idea expressed by the group
Dean L. S. Corbett, chairman of the as Ranson, Art Nueman, Glenn Mann,
be open only to those above the rank runs, 8 hits, 1 error.
which drew up the plans was that such
George Sirmon. John York, James
of Freshmen.
In a return game with the Dexter a meeting between soldiers and men in University Athletic Board, stated that Cronin, Rubin Hoit. C. L. Morris.
the
opinion of the Board at an after- Stage Crew and
To any student who attended Julien Boys' Club last Saturday, Maine again the local fraternity chapters would proLighting: Bill RigBryan's lectures last week, it must be came through with a victory. Badger vide a chance for general fraternal noon session Sunday was that an infor- by. chairman. David Jacobs. Fred
quite obvious how important the huge and Brooks hurled for Maine. Keith mingling as well as a chance to meet mal athletic program permitting outside Wentworth, Jean McKinney. Richard
country of Brazil is and how few Bridgham, freshman outfielder, hit fraternity brothers from all over the competition should be continued during G. LaPorte. Bert Sklar, Barbara Denthe coming academic year, providing nett. Betty Clough,
North Americans can handle her lan- three times in three trips and scored United States.
Mary Foss.
that there is sufficient student interest. Makeup—Ab Dickerrnan,
guage.
three times.
Adelaide
that the students' accelerated academic Russell.
Students interested in the new course
The Maine team, with five victories
program
can
be
made
to
accommodate
Properties—Muriel Peterson. chairare advised to consult with Dr. Peter- and no losses under its belt, was inacthe suggested informal program, and man, Jean Staples. Emmy
son of the department of Romance tive this week with two games rained
Lou Littlethat
it
is
possible
to
reasonably
provide
field. Mary O'Connor.
languages. 3 SN.
out on Monday and Tuesday.
proper coaching, training, supervision Stage manager—Jean McKinney;
and control. Any such program de- tickets—Virginia Wing. Wayne
MofPhi Gamma Delta %k ill be used as a veloped would be conducted by the Ad- fitt; costumes—Elizabeth
Files. chairuse for upperclass men next term, ministration.
man. Emmy Lou Littlefield. Elsie
(-cording to information given haterStudent desire for a modified sports Clark. Priscilla Eaton; publicity—
, nity representatives this afternoon by program was expressed yesterday at a Philip Robinson.
chairman, Marion
Charles E. O'Connor, who is assisting meeting of men's and women's repre- Korda. Bob Smith,
and Benjamin
through the dean of men's office in the sentatives.
Hooker.
arrangements for housing men civilians.
It appears at present also that the
The University of Maine and the versitv. Announcement of the nen Phi Kappa Sigma house will be used to
Hospital
Eastern Maine General
have course was made by Dr. B. R. accommodate freshmen now living at
just announced a new cooperative pro- Speicher, acting head of the depart- , Balentine, while incoming freshmen
gram of training in the field of medical ment. Requirements for admission to will reside at Phi Mu Delta.
technology designed to meet the in- the course are the same as those for
The Phi Gamma Delta group will be
creasing need for men and women all students in the college of arts and l democratically organized to govern
medical technicians in hospital labora- sciences.
itself and run a kitchen, although the
tories, medical schools, and research
For that portion of the course con- University will act as a landlord and
;raduation from the University under the newly adopted fourinstitutions.
ducted at the University the students collect the standard dormitory room
The new program includes nine will pay regular tuition, board, room, rent.
term year will normally require completion of 12 terms of 12 weeks
terms of study, the equivalent of six and other fees. ‘Vhile studying at the
each, it was announced today by the deans of all four colleges.
regular semesters, at the University Eastern Maine General Hospital the
of Maine campus and 18 months of student pays a regular tuition fee to
Under t!,e new calendar a student F Saturday, September 11; upperclass
resident work in the laboratories of the Stodder Laboratory plus a breakmay still accelerate his college program registration, Monday. September 13:
the Eastern Maine General Hospital. age deposit and the cost of uniforms.
by continuous attendance throughout beginning of classes. Tuesday. SeptemSuccessful completion of the entire
4-3 the year and complete graduation re- I ber
While studying at the University,
14. Details regarding courses and
program will bring the award of the Medical Technology students will work
quirements in three years. Outstand- schedules for the fall term are being
Wassookeag
The
tennis team of ing students may shorten the length of worked out and students may consult
B.A. degree from the University for credit in the English language and
through acceptance by the University social science fields as well as chem- Dexter defeated Maine 4 to 3 in the time even more through individual ar- their department heads for additional
of academic credit equivalent to two istry, physics, psychology, bacteriology, match played at Wassookeag courts rangements as in the past.
information. Freshman and sophosemesters for the work done at the and zoology. The ground covered will August 21.
Although full acceleration will re- mores in arts and sciences should conIn the singles Ashley (W) beat quire uninterrupted attendance the year sult their dean for such details.
hospital. At the same time the stu- provide a gtxxl general educational
dent will be prepared for the exami- background as well as the necessary Stebbins ( M 6-2, 6-1. Hebert ( W) round, continuous attendance will not
Announcement was also made of the
nations given by the Board of Regis- technical training. The hospital courses beat Ingalls ( M) 5-7, 7-5. 6-1. Sum- be compulsory. Students in engineer- readjusted financial arrangements for
try of the American Society of Clini- will he of a required technical nature, insby ( M) beat Shein (W) 7-5 2-6, ing, however, are urged to accelerate the 12-week terms. Tuition under the
cal Pathologists. Graduates passing including chemistry, biology, bacteri- 6-3. Ehrenfried (M) beat McCormic their programs to the greatest extent four-term program will he, for State
the examination successfully will be ology. pathology, and related fields. (W) 5-7. 8-6, 6-2. Mora (W) beat possible to help meet the war-time need of Maine residents $50 per term, for
registered by the board as certified The University work will be taken as Beaufrand (M) 11-9, 6-8, 6-0.
out-of-state residents $83.50 per term.
for technical skills.
Medical Technologists.
In the doubles Ashley and Hebert
a unit by the student at the beginning
In addition each student will pay an
FROSH
HERE
SEPT.
11
SPEICHER DIRECTS COURSE
of the course followed by the hospital (W) beat Stebbins and Ingalls (M)
activities and health fee of $5 per term.
The new curricula in Medical Tech- work, after which successful students 6-1, 6-4. Suminsby and Ehrenfried
As previously announced the dates Charges for board and room for studnology will be under the direction of will be graduated at the regular Com- (M) heat Shein and McCormick (W) for the opening of the next or fall ents residing in the University
resithe department of zoology at the Uni- mencement exercises of the University. 6-3, 3-6, 6-3.
term will be: freshman registration, dence halls will be $142 per term.

Bear Nine Defeats Fraternity Men
Dow Field Bombers, Plan Joint Smoker
Dexter Boys' Club For Next Quarter
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Upperclass Men To
Live At Phi Gam

U of M, EMGH To Cooperate
In Medical Technology Program

Graduation Requirements, Fees
Under New Program Announced
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Defeats Maine
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By Mary Elizabeth Marble
The softball game between the Estabrooke girls and the freshman boys
marked the end of the ball season.
Score: Girls 8—Boys ?—Too much to
count.
Florence Treworgy will be in charge
of the square dance Monday evening
at 6:45 in Alumni gym.
The women's singles tennis tournament is now under way. There are
fourteen contestants who have been
arranged in this elimination schedule:
Bye, Miller; MacNeil v. Coy; Woodbrey v. Marble; Higgins over Hodgkins; Sawyer v. Pavey ; Chase v.
Staples; Bond v. Goodspeed; Jenkins,
bye.
Field hockey practice is scheduled to
start Friday afternoon.
The bicycle hike to Pushaw has been
called off because of the Masque production Saturday.
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By Al Ehrenfried
piano player, a string bassist, and a
To gain a full appreciation for the guitarist. A good rhythm section
modern ensemble, one has only to an- such as that of Count Basie produces a
Entered as second-class matter at the post office, Orono, Maine. Printed at the
alyze his favorite dance orchestra, driving, pulsating beat, which is an
University Pres*, Orono.
whether it be Harry James, Duke El- inspiration to the other men in the
Address all business correspondence to the Business Manager, all other corresponlington, Fred Waring, or even Guy band, as well as a solid foundation
dence to the Editor-in-Chief. Office on the third floor, M.C.A. building. Telephone
extension 51.
Lombardo. In all of today's bands, for them to build upon.
we find a rhythm section, saxes (or BLENDED REEDS
Editor-in-Chief
SAM COLLINS
reeds), brass, which includes both
The sax section is best suited for
trombones and trumpets, and an ever- sweet, or ballad, work, because of the
ELINOR HODGK I NS
Acting Business Manager
increasing
number
of
string
sections.
smooth tone of saxes, and their ability
MARILYN COY
Circulation Manager
The character of each of these is very to blend well together. Their wide
Staff Photographer
BILL MORONG
different, each having an altogether note range, extending from the low
PVT. PHILIP ROBINSON
Army Section Editor
different tonal quality, a different type register of the baritone to the high of
of musical expression for which it is the alto, makes them capable of a
best suited, and each, an indispensable variety of chord voicings. A full sax
EDITORIAL STAFF—Barbara Allen, Mary-Jane Hoyt, Ruth Higgins, Al
role to play in making up the total en- section usually maintains two altos,
Ehrenfried, Dorothy Rollins, Bette Taylor, Mary Elizabeth Marble, Philip
semble.
two tenors, and a baritone, with the
Russakoff, Norma Herzing, Melvin Naseck, Guilio Barbero, Cecil Pavey,
The rhythm section is listed first alto men shifting to clarinet for sweet,
because it is, surprising as it may or Dixieland, effects.
Irma Miller, Pauline Dudley, Marion Korda.
seem, the most important section of Saxes are not limited to sweet music
all. This backbone of the dance band alone, for Jimmy Lunceford has creBUSINESS STAFF—Jean Staples, Alvena Chick, Ella Sawyer, John Balton,
has four men for its full complement— ated a brand of jump sax ensemble,
Priscilla Smith, Ethelyn Bradstreet, Marion Stevens, Otis Dyer, Mary
a drummer, who leads the section, a which is rhythmic and intricate. Shep
O'Connor.
Fields has proven the versatility of
reeds by building a well-balanced and
cleverly scored band with no brass.
Fields uses a rhythm section and such
reeds as saxes, clarinets, oboes, and
bassoons.
Trombones and trumpets set the
swing pace for the modern ensemble
The past two weeks have seen an influx of many new soldiers
because they can be clearly accented
and rapidly inflected. When we menhere. May we extend a sincere welcome to you men and wish you
tion "swing pace," we do not necessarithe best of luck in the work which lies ahead. We hope that all may
ly mean a fast pace, but rather refer to
music that is played either with a subtle
find an interest in the various campus activities which soldiers and
11 Ruth Higgins
are seeing the show for the second punch, or a massive drive. Count
civilians will be carrying on together in coming months. We hope
time. In fact, their greatest satisfac- Basie's brass is capable of either of
that some of you will be interested in the work of producing this They say enthusiasm is catching and tion comes from mentioning in rather these effects, and his band uses the full
brass drive with amazing results even
we believe it after watching the first
loud terms exactly what is going to on slow blues. Three trombones and
weekly paper.
dress rehearsal of "Thumbs Up."
happen next. They think it's clever, three trumpets are considered a full
With this, the last issue of the 211aine Campus for the summer, Everyone was out to do his best in
brass section, and the effects they can
but you have another word for it.
we pause to reflect a bit on the college life of the past three months a wonderful "do or die- manner that There's nothing to do but give in produce are increased by an assortment
of mutes that are in common use.
made you proud to be a member of the
and to take a brief look at the future.
and try to make the most of it. But Trombone trios are being used more
group. And we think their best is
This has been a summer of innovation and adjustment, a summer just about tops. The spirit with which that isn't all. Your discomfort is just and more for sweet passages, and can
a beautiful blend when they play
with few precedents as guideposts. In appraising the situation as it everyone has made up his acts along beginning. Eight pairs of feet come get
rushing down the aisle and after much perfectly in tune.
has been we feel that a word of congratulation is in order for those with the hard work is going to make debate finally choose some choice seats. String sections are still in a stage of
who have wisely and earnestly accomplished much in promoting "Thumbs Up" a big hit on campus. You're unlucky enough to have them experimental infancy, but have received
so much attention lately that there are
pleasant relationships between the varied groups of the University In fact, we even think we could get distributed around you.
few big bands now that don't use some
Phil Pierce to agree with us.
violins, violas, and
From then on the picture is spiced combination
community and in integrating campus activities and social life.
* * * * *
cellos. St ags must be used with great
up
by
the
steady
rhythm
of
teeth
and
Students in uniform and students in civics—both groups here be- For a good laugh you should listen
discretion because when they are used
cause our national leaders deem it best—have cooperated well in to the radio program. "Advice to the gum accompanied by "witty" remarks in the wrong place, that fact becomes
and whistles timed to perfection not immediately obvious. Artie Shaw, one
extracurricular activities. The MCA, the Masque, the Cain pus, the Lovelorn," which is on every Tues- to mention the play by play descrip- of the first to adopt strings, has used
music department, the assembly committee, and the social committee day and Thursday morning over one tion that continues in front of you. them tactfully for legato phrases.
modulations, and backgrounds.
have provided opportunities for a fuller life and good fellowship of our "two stations." There is just In vain you try to follow the plot of In short, the ensemble consists of
nothing they can't solve for you the show, but finally leave before your
between soldiers and civilians.
individual units, or sections, each being
whether it be a quest for a new hus- sanity is threatened. Never again? capable of a certain desired effect. The
At the present moment we find that developments in the housing band or someone else's old one.
sum of them is well-balanced, malWe'd like to bet.
situation are a big topic of conversation. Six fraternity houses are
* * * * *
Reviewing "Du Barry Was a Lady": leable, and thoroughly melodic entity,
stands as the achievement of a
now barracks. Thirty men were unexpectedly called upon to evacu- Have you ever settled yourself in a First impression: Glamorous gals, ivhich
decade of music.
ate the Delta Tau Delta house overnight last week, moving into the theater all prepared to enjoy a good one for every month.
NOTICE
vacant house of Phi Gamma Delta. Sudden Army communiques and movie only to find that the rest of the Second impression: Red Skelton.
audience wasn't there for the same Comment: Phooey.
rescinded orders have kept University officials on the hop, for it is
Al Ehrenfried, leader of the Maine
purpose? A little boy with bubble Third impression: We quote Phil
not easy to make plans and provide for new arrivals on short notice, gum hangs over the back of your seat Robinson on this—"It's still the same Bears, college dance hand, expressed hope today that with the
especially when the unexpected must always be looked for. That chewing dangerously close to your old story, the fight for mush and arrival of new ASTP men, there
now sufficient talent to form t an
the University is leasing most of the fraternity houses will undoubt- hair. The two women in front of you glory."
Army-student dance band. For
edly help the fraternities over the financial difficulties of the war. (both wearing broad rimmed hats) Moral: Beware of Mickey Finns. those having experience, and interested in such a band, there will be
The pooling plan which the house corporations have entered helps
a meeting at the MCA Bldg. at
provide that financial gains and burdens fall equitably.
6:30 Monday night, August 30.
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Hello - - and Goodbye...

Maine Women And The War

And now a look forward.
More adjustments are in sight as our khaki-clad contingent
swells toward the thousand mark and we prepare to fit into an al- A great percentage of war work for
tered academic system of quarters. Three times as many soldiers women is technical work which dewill mean many more problems in the social-recreational field. We mands a foundation in mathematics
hope that the newcomers may enter into our campus life and the and physics: navigation, radio, meteorspirit symbolized by the Maine "Hello" as easily as the first term ology, and engineering testing. Most
of the offers for advanced training and
ASTC'ers have.
positions require the entrants to have
In spite of agitation from various sources it appears that soldier only the fundamentals in college math
participation in intercollegiate sports will not be forthcoming, which including algebra and trigonometry
makes the athletic picture cloudy, but certainly not hopeless. There is while a year's work in physics is recstill great interest in sports on the part of the four Maine colleges. ommended. Here at Maine these
Along with the other question marks which challenge us as we courses can be readily worked into
nearly everyone's schedule and have
attempt to look into the forthcoming quarter is housing. It appears proven to be well worth the time and
today, however, that one or two fraternity houses will be used for effort.
upperclass men and that the houses not occupied by the Army will The Navy is seeking women between
accommodate the other civilian students who cannot be placed in twenty and thirty-five years of age to
serve as air navigation instructors.
dormitories.
The Campus will resume publication on Sept. 23. We hope Other requirements include a college
degree and math through trigonometry.
that before then several of you soldiers and students with the news- If she majored in physics or in math
paper urge will drop in at our office or contact Army Editor Phil with one year of physics, she can reRobinson in East Oak.
ceive training in radio and Radar.

I

Communications is often predicted to
be one of the major fields in the postwar world. Recently the Navy had a
special recruiting for women under
thirty with a college degree, math
through calculus, and one year of
physics.
The U. S. Army Signal Corps has
also been recruiting civilian employees
with mathematical training.
"Trigonometry Girls" are wanted by
the American Optical Co., Southbridge,
Massachusetts. Their work would include changing rare lens prescriptions
into working formulae and would necessitate a background of two years of
college work with study in mathematics along with the ability to use
negative numbers.
These are but a few instances where
training in mathematics and physics
has become the determining factor for
unique openings.
•
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Friday, Aug. 27

"THE YOUNGEST
PROFESSION"
Virginia Weidler, Edward
Arnold
Lana Turner, Greer Garson,
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NOTICE: All students of the summer term who expect to be in attendance in the fall term and wish
to be considered for employment
opportunities on the campus are
urged to file immediately application with the Placement Bureau.
Even though an application for
summer term employment was
previously filed it is desirable that
a new form be made out. Numerous
jobs are available for students wishing to work and an early application mill be given immediate consideration.

Crow's Nest - (Continued from Page Four)
campus was shown by the appearance

Northwestern university now has
1.916,565 square feet of floor space
that is used for educational purposes.
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Hayworth
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Beautiful new fall
evening gowns in net and
velvet, chiffon, taffeta, and
crepe.
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GENERAL SHOE
REPAIRING
Lacings—Polishes

BANGOR HOUSE

SWANNIES
BANK BLDG.

Junior and Misses Sizes
9-15. 12-20

$7.95 to S29.95
NOVELTY COMPACTS
Sporty wooden ones—Heart-shaped sterling silver ones
From

Drop in and see

BOYD and NOYES. Inc,

our selection

25 Hammond St.

Jim Barry
The Crow
Copies of the Campus are being
distributed this week to new ASTP
men at the University. When the
next term opens, Army men may
subscribe to the paper for 50c a
term.
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Photographic Supplies
Developing - Printing
Enlarging
Supplies of
ALL FILMS
All the time
Largest in Maine
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Dakin Sporting Goods

Bangor, Me.
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for Diamonds
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Collegiate Classics

ROOMS

Comfortable, practical, wearable stand-bys ...
completely interchangeable. Tried-and-true..
they're the backbone of every co-ed's wardrobe today.
SWEATERS—Soft-as-a-kitten's-ear sweaters..
many 1007( wool. Yummy colors ... both
cardigan and slip-ons.

FREESE'S

•

CABINS

FATED to be MATED

5.98 TO 13.98

Z. 29

CLEANING AND PRESSING
Specializing in Ladies'
Gowns and Dresses
Mill St.
Orono

of an Army page just two weeks after
our arival—this black fellow owes him
a vote of personal thanks for sneering
the brunt of being labeled the Crow
more than once.
The program of the Masque this
week will read Gladden F. Evans, Jr..
assistant director, and it is not just a
title—you've read his name week after
week in the bylines of several worthwhile editorials to appear on this
page—where there is activity and
where there are things to be done there
will be Evans—Jimmie Dowis has been
ribbed on the campus and in this
column many times as the constant
lover—That he may be, but he is also
the writer of some very fine poetry and
this black fellow's choice for the role of
the perfect gentleman.
We too have our nomination for the
perfect specimen who is also our idea
of what is often called a man's man—
take a bow Murley—all two hundred
and fifty pounds—the Good Guy cadet
officers list is far too long to publish
so we have chosen our first Cadet Captain and present four point man Fierce
as top man on the list of many top
men—the old black bird couldn't
screech about popular cadet officers
without mentioning the lad who has
succeeded in being liked by not only the
masses of the GI contingent and Estabrooke but has come equally into
favor with the higher archy of both
branches—Clements.
The Travel Wise Stop at... To lads like these we don't dare
to send orchids but rather sincere
thanks and the casual comment that
BANGOR * * A MAINE
it is fellows like you that make the
American wheels go round.
True Maine Hospitality
Rooms from $1.75 day
Could be this reflective lampoonery
Convenient to everything
has the making of an obituary—it has—
H. W. Chapman, Prop.
with but two minutes to go before
final press time the Black Fellow was
made aware of the finality of his
career—for this term—so mayhap it
is better—in this way you will not be
forced to go through the twenty-odd
inches of type prepared for what we
CO-EDS!
thought would be the last issue next
week—consequently the Black Fellow
CAMPUS FOLAD CLOTHES will simply say thanks to everyone
and to someone in particular.

Priced from

SKIRTS—for every occasion. A choice of
tweeds, flannels, rayons, or corduroys ...in
just the way you want them ... gored or
Pleated.
3.00 TO 7.98
JACKETS—To help stretch a wardrobe...
tops slacks, skirts, or dresses with equal
finesse. Plaids, checks, and plain colors.
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FOR THE MILITARY MAN
We carry a complete line of high quality Uniforms
and Equipment
Service caps, garrison caps, shirts, slacks, shoed
Metal and Embroidered Insignia, Chevrons, Rating Badgf,
Serving the Man in the Sertice
for more than fifteen years

M. L. French & Son Co.
110 Exchange St.
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THE MAINE CAMPUS

Commandant To Issue Blanket Seen From The Crow's Nest
Furlough For Week of Sept. 4
-"Brother, will 1 be glad to get my evidence.
Also, soldiers traveling
hands on that little sheet of paper." other than to Boston will be allowed to
That, in short, was the declaration
leave on Saturday.
of 800-odd soldiers of Maine's Army
RETURN SEPT. 12
Specialized Training Unit today as
The necessary delay in the issuance
the furlough date neared, and no one
of
furloughs has caused some men to
needed to ask twice what that little
lose
24 hours in some instances, but in
sheet of paper was.
general, the opinion was expresed that
A blanket furlough issued by Col.
less congestion would result from the
Ben Stafford, ASTU 1145 commanpresent setup.
dant, will take effect Sunday, Sept. 4,
By this plan, Labor Day excursionand with limited exceptions, the maists
traveling from Maine to metropoljority of soldiers will make a mass
itan
areas will be avoided, it was
exodus from the campus on that morning, not to return until the following pointed out.
Furlough bound soldiers will be reSunday at 7 p.m.
quired to report for 7 p.m. formation
FURLOUGH CHOO-CHOO
Due to crowded traveling accommo- Sunday, Sept. 12, and classes for the
dations out of Bangor, and an over- second twelve-week period are schedworked personnel department, the mili- uled to begin Monday, Sept. 13.
tary heads at the University have decided that a blanket furlough to be
issued Sunday morning would be the
best bet, and the most convenient from
all angles.
A special express troop train will be CATHOLIC
St. Mary's Catholic Church, Orono.
backed into Orono from Bangor on
Masses: 8 and 10 a. m.
Sunday morning, and will chug out of EPISCOPAL
Bangor at 8 a.m., making no whistle
Sunday Services-9:30 MCA.
Holy Communion and brief address
stops all the way into Boston.
every Sunday.
As far as through connections are HILLEL FOUNDATION
concerned, Lt. Carleton B. Payson,
Regular Friday service at 7 p.m.
MCA.
AST adjutant, would make no comment yesterday. "I have no facts con- METHODIST
Orono Methodist Church, Rev. C.
cerning the purchase of tickets from
D. Wentworth, pastor. Service at
Bangor to New York, Chicago, or
10:30 a.m.
other points, but I am of the opinion CHURCH OF UNIVERSAL
that these purchases will have to be FELLOWSHIP
Rev. David Rose, pastor. Service
made in Boston."
at 10:30 a.m.
The only soldiers eligible to leave LITTLE THEATRE SERVICE
Dr. Arthur E. Wilson, pastor of
on furlough before 8 a.m. Sunday will
Beneficent Congregational Church.
be those who have already made train
Providence, R. I., speaker. Music
or plane reservations and can produce
by Chapel Choir.

Church Services

Twelve Weeks Ago...

I gestion to the coed contingent on the

campus-that they save their smiling
'salutations until the new lads have readjusted themselves favorably. Remember you are not here to annoy the
After eight weeks of screeching the pus-so if the new gentlemen will quiet girls on campus, you are here to go to
black fellow has finally been heard at down to a mere bedlam long enough college and so are the girls-you ceryou
least in the ranks of the GI high com- the black fellow will let them in on a tainly didn't whistle at the girls
worked with in civilian life and certainmand-two weeks ago the Crow hauled polite policy enacted wholeheartedly ly there is no reason why you should
out his tripewriter in an effort in this here.
change standards and make yourself
despicable to your fellow students.
direction-the screeching has been HI, TIIERE
listened to, so the black bird joyfully
When the first group of gentlemen in ESTA POLICY
donates the tripewriter to the scrape khaki arrived on the campus they were
More in the same topic-Estabrooke,
drive, to once again perch on the made to feel right at home thru the
day
Eiffel tower for his original riding, efforts of the school authorities and the gentlemen, is not the company
ribbing, and reforming-to those few students themselves-we are still striv- room. Their rec room is to be entered
who were pointlessly discussed for the ing feverishly to repay them-it was only on invitation from one of the
sole purpose of circulation the CROW nice to have pretty coeds smile and say lovely residents-neither is the flower
for
OFFER HIS SINCERE APOL- "HI THERE" to you and be able to garden in back to be used as a place
remarks. Allow
OGIES AND IF YOU WILL, grin and say hello without the idea semi-witted and crass
talking
THANKS-but now, on with the last that you were fresh-I said it was me to explain the procedure forYou
go
of the three r's.
nice-it should be, it is nice because to the girls in the dorms.
inside and ask to have her room called.
we
have
grown
used
to
and
intend
to
On the topic of whistling which was
You don't stand outside and shout.
also discussed last week-the com- keep this way.
of
plaints to reach the ears of this black
You will be spoken to by the fellows This, gentlemen, is not the orderit is
fellow have been more numerous than and girls alike-they want to be friend- the school or military authorities,
the new GI personnel-seems the new ly but their friendship certainly won't the expressed desires of the original
contingent boasts an amazingly large last long if every passing of a coed lads in khaki, a policy which we strongconglomeration of whistling ‘villies and brings on the howls of the wolf and the ly hope you will quickly invoke-for
gabby dans who have not yet adjusted smart remarks of wise guys. The your own good, believe us, and for your
themselves to the niceties of the cam- Black fellow would like to make a sug- length the longevity of stay-this black
fellow was the first to welcome you
and he will also be the first to send
you on your way unless you make yourselves worth welcoming.
The black lash of criticism has done
its bit-so it is with much joy that we
set forth on the next thirty lines, long
He stood there; grim for his 20 yearsover due-perhaps you have noted how
His face strained, but not from fear.
freely we speak of the campus and the
They gave him a gun and told him to fight,
campus activities-it seems quite natural, but yet it wasn't just natural. ThA
To give his all for what was right.
is first and foremost an Army post to
His right to a home that was happy and free
us in khaki-but only thru the efforts
His right to laugh, to sing as weof the school and students and our own
But fate singled him out to fight and to fall
soldiers has this become a campus and
post-many have been the votes of
Then,-there goes the bugle's clarion call.
thanks attributed to the school and stuOver the top-quick-start to run
dents and many do they deserve-howThe smoke, the blood, and his snarling gun
ever the last of the group who so much
He fell in a heap in the muddy rutscontribute to our fun are the fellows
themselves-the black fellow would
The hole of a bayonet through his guts.
like to edit a GOOD GUY LISTHis hands clasped his gun; he lay where he fell
realizing his inability to mention them
While round him continued the raging hell
all, he will just point out the most
His mind became dim and started to roam
notable.
Why,there was his town.-over there his home.
It is quite natural, we think, to
start with Maine's Abbot and Costello,
A tight thin smile crossed his pain racked face
Doc and Joe-your clowning humor
He had hoped that again he would see that place.
has been more than interesting-many
He feebly coughed and his lips frothed red
a time it has caused a boost in what
A spasmodic twitch and then-is he dead?
Unc Sammie calls morale-next on the
list of men about the campus comes the
Is he dead or will he continue to liveArmy section editor, Phil RobinsonAs a boy who gave all any man could give?
his early interest in the activities of the
(Continued on Page Three)
-PRIVATE PERRY L JONES
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13, Pst. Gladden F. E.ans, Jr.

Penobscot Transportation Company
BUS SCHEDULE
BANGOR TO OLD TOWN AND
GREAT WORKS DAILY

!MEAT WORKS AND OLD TOWN TO
BANGOR DAILY

A.M. A.M. A.M.
*5.00 *5.15 *523
*5.30 *5.45 *5.53
6.00
6.15
623
*630 *6A5 *6.53
7.00
7.15
7.23
7.30
7.45
7.53
8.00
8.15
8.23
8.30
8.45
8.53
9.00
9.15
9.23
9.30
9.45
9.53
10.00 10.15 10.23
10.30 10.45 10.53
11.00 11.15 11.23
11.30 11.45 11.53
P.M. P.M. P.M.
12.00 12.15 12.23
12.30 12.45 12.53
1.00
1.15
123
1.30
1.45
1.53
2.00
2.15
2.23
2.30
2.45
2.53
3.00
3.15
3.23
3.30
3.45
3.53
4.(K)
4.15
4.23
4.30
4.45
4.53
5.00
5.15
523
5.45
5.30
5.53
6.00
6.15
6.23
6.45
6.30
6.53
7.15
7.00
723
7.45
7.30
7.53
8.00
8.15
8.23
8.45
8.30
8.53
9.00
9.15
9.23
9.45
9.30
9.53
10.00 10.15 10.23
10.30 10.45 10.53
11.00 11.15 1123
• Not run Sunday.

A.M.
*5.32
*6.02
6.32
*7.02
7.32
8.02
8.32
9.02
9.32
10.02
10.32
11.02
11.32
P.M.
12.02
12.32
1.02
1.32
2.02
2.32
3.02
3.32
4.02
4.32
5.02
5.32
6.02
6.32
7.02
7.32
8.02
8.32
9.02
9.32
10.02
10.32
11.02
11.32

A.M.
*5A5
*6.15
6.45
*7.15
7.45
8.15
8.45
9.15
9.45
10.15
10.45
11.15
11.45
P.M.
12.15
12.45
1.15
1.45
2.15
2.45
3.15
3.45
4.15
4.45
5.15
5.45
6.15
6.45
7.15
7.45
8.15
8.45
9.15
9.45
10.15
10.45
11.15

A.M.
*5.55
*6.25
6.55
*7.25
7.55
8.25
8.55
9.25
9.55
10.25
10.55
11.25
11.55
P.M.
12.25
12.55
1.25
1.55
2.25
2.55
3.25
3.55
4.25
4.55
5.25
5.55
6.25
6.55
7.25
7.55
8.25
8.55
9.25
9.55
10.25
10.55
11.25

....Z`'
=
o
$....,
OF
(..7:1--A.M. A.M. A.M.
*6.05 *6.15 *6.25
*6.35 *6.45 *6.55
7.25
7.15
7.05
*7.35 *7.45 *7.55
8.15
8.25
8.05
8.55
8.35
8.45
9.25
9.05
9.15
9.55
9.35
9.45
10.05 10.15 10.25
10.35 10.45 10.55
11.05 11.15 11.25
11.35 11.45 11.55
P.M. P.M. P.M.
12.05 12.15 12.25
12.35 12.45 12.55
1.25
1.05
1.15
1.35
1.45
1.55
2.25
2.05
2.15
2.35
2.45
2.55
3.05
3.25
3.15
3.55
3.35
3.45
4.05
4.15
4.25
4.35
4.45
4.55
5.05
5.15
5.25
5.35
5.45
5.55
6.05
6.15
6.25
6.35
6.45
6.55
7.05
7.15
7.25
7.35
7.45
7.55
8.05
8.15
8.25
8.35
8.45
8.55
9.05
9.15
9.25
9.35
9.45
9.55
10.05 10.15 10.25
10.35 10.45 10.55
11.05 11.15 11.25
11.35 11.45 11.55
12.05 12.15 12.25
*Not run Sunday.
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There is quite a bit of difference between looking out and looking in. This writer remembers only too well the confusing days of
the opening of ASTU 1145. First there was "the gang." The group
of 150 or more men who were the opener-uppers of East Oak and
Horrible Hamlin. Life was a serene routine of reveille, eating, notso-little hikes, and plenty of time to do nothing. Then men started
to pour into the unit from practically every "STAR" Unit in the
country. Their confused babble of "Where are we?""Dis is Maine,
da vacationland," "When does school start ?" and so on, drew the
entire group into a careening whirlpool of new roommates; moving
hither, thither and yon; no furloughs, and a general state of "I don't
know, either."
The supply room gave us textbooks and slide rules, dictionaries
and atlases, and we began.(Some of those slide rules and atlases are
just like new, huh, fellows?) School started and we began our educational advancement. For quite some time, at the beginning, things
were rather messed up, and we couldn't quite figure out whether we
were coming or going.
"Beds will be made with a collar."
"Beds will use hood style pillow protectors."
"Gas masks, leggings, mess-kit, and helmet will be on closet
shelves as per diagram."
"Nothing will be on closet shelves-effective reveille, tomorrow
morning."
-Fatigues will not be hung in closets."
"Fatigues will bz hung between the overcoat and drying towels."
In other words, our powers of adaptability were sorely tried
and tested. We had fun, though. We probably griped each time
we had to move, but we sweated, laughed, and made fun out of it.
The men who have been here since last May have ironed out some
pretty rough spots for the men who have just arrived.... Yes, we
were bewildered, and now we are watching bewilderment personified.
We are secure in our knowledge and our acquaintanceship with the
nearby entertainment facilities, the faculty, the students, and the
entire set-up in general.
This writer knows only too well that a friend who can show
someone else what the score is is a friend indeed. If any of the
new men need or want advice, counsel, or friendship, they can depend
upon the "old" men of the Unit. The "old" men would have appreciated a helping hand when they first arrived here, and this is their
chance to help someone else out.
The extent of the new men's bewilderment as far as the scholastic
end of things is concerned, is uncomputable, but the orientation and
other matters will take care of themselves. NN'e have seen it happen,
and we know.
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*6.32
*7.02
7.32
*8.02
8.32
9.02
9.32
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10.32
11.02
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12.32
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2.30
3.00
3.30
4.00
4.30
5.00
5.30
6.00
6.30
7.00
7.30
8.00
8.30
9.00
9.30
10.00
10.30
11.00
11.30
12.00
12.30
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